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ABSTRACT
With the development of battery vehicles, vehicle-to-grid (V2G) networks are becoming more and more important in smart
grid. Although battery vehicles are environmentally friendly and flexible to use two-way communication and two-way
electricity flow, they also raise privacy-preservation challenges, such as location and movement privacy. On the one hand,
utility companies have to monitor the grid and analyze user data to control the power production, distribution, scheduling,
and billing process, while typical users need to access their data later online. On the other hand, users are not willing to
provide their personal data because they do not trust the system security of the utility companies where their data stored,
and it may potentially expose their privacy. Therefore, in this paper, we study data management of V2G networks in smart
grid with privacy-preservation to benefit both the customers and the utility companies. Both data aggregation and data
publication of V2G networks are protected in the proposed architecture. To check its security, we analyze this architecture
in several typical V2G networks attacks. We conduct several experiments to show that the proposed architecture is effective
and efficient, and it can enhance user privacy protection while providing enough information for utility companies to
analyze and monitor the grid. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Smart grid enables automatically distributed transmitting
and distributing energy for the next generation power
grid, by adopting bidirectional power flows, as well as
bidirectional communication flows of information [1–9].
Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) networks [10] play a more and more
important role in smart grid, with the quick deployment
of battery vehicles (BVs), including plug-in hybrids and
battery electric vehicles. Electricity can flow between BVs
and the power line, and this indicates the significant future
of E-mobility [11–13]. A BV is recharged using energy
delivered by utility companies, and each car will approximately spend less than $4000 each year to the utilities
[14]. A BV can also be a power source of smart grid if
it has a solar plate, which can generate power from the
sun. An aggregator is a central device between BVs and
the utility companies, and it simultaneously manages both
the energy flows and the communication flows for different
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BVs. It gathers energy, which is sold by unused BVs, and
redistributes energy back to the gird, and this makes power
usage more efficient.
Nevertheless, there are significant privacy-preserving
concerns for data management in V2G networks. The grid
is monitored, and user information is gathered by utility companies to make the distribution, scheduling, and
rescheduling process controllable in V2G networks. For
example, to balance load and avoid congestion, utility companies have to predict the times and locations of possible
overload by analyzing the information of BVs’ locations
and movements. Furthermore, in the aggregation process
[15], aggregators aggregate electricity, as well as related
data. These data contain private information of users,
which might be abused by a third party or adversaries.
Moreover, users need to access their data, such as searching
for electricity usage in a particular period remotely. In the
meantime, they do not trust the system security of the utility companies where their data are stored, because a system
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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administrator and a curious database (DB) administrator
(DBA) might peek on system data and the DBs, respectively. An adversary may eavesdrop the data publication
process to obtain the data. In the studies [16–18], system
administrators can be also accountable for their actions,
and these technologies can be applied here. Some previous
research [19–29] have proposed privacy-preserving architectures for communication or payment system, but none
of them addressed privacy-preservation problems of data
management.
In this paper, we propose a novel Integrated Privacypreserving Data Management (IP2 DM)† architecture for
data management in V2G networks. IP2 DM studies the
data publication and aggregation processes in V2G networks. We design and employ various privacy-preserving
techniques, which include a peer-level distributed access
control, concealed data aggregation, an onion-level encryption, adjustable-onion management, Structured Query Language (SQL) execution on encrypted data, and separable
key management. In the peer-level distributed access control, entities are not hierarchically related. They are treated
as peers in the distributed data management system so
that each entity can only access its data. In the onionlevel encryption, each data item is encrypted with several
layers of different encryption methods providing different
functions to satisfy different queries. The onion management is adjustable so that it is feasible to design different
“onions” for different table columns in an SQL DB. The
data aggregation process is performed on encrypted data
to conceal the values of relevant data items. All of the
keys are chained and can only be decrypted with a user’s
access key so that the user can fully control his or her data.
When a user searches his or her data online from a remote
client program, some corresponding SQL queries will be
generated. A DB proxy transforms these queries to hide
their meanings and executes on encrypted data stored in the
DB. With the support of these techniques, the user’s data
is kept encrypted on any device and the server-side. Only
the user can decrypt his or her data. The user’s privacy
is protected during the whole aggregation and publication
processes. This feature builds trust between the user and
the utility company. We also analyze various attacks that
IP2 DM faces in V2G networks. We design and implement
a case study system based on IP2 DM architecture. Experimental results show its effectiveness and efficiency. It can
enhance privacy protection, guarantee confidentiality, and
provide enough information for utility companies to analyze. It increases the trust between two parties of customers
and utility companies.
The main contributions of this paper include the following:

(2) User privacy is fully protected during the whole
data collection, aggregation, and publication processes.
(3) This architecture builds up trust between users and
utility companies, and thus, it benefits both sides.
(4) We propose/adopt six different techniques to support the architecture and integrate them together.
(5) We design and implement a case study system
based on this architecture and evaluate its performance based on various experiments.

(1) This is the first architecture and practical data
management system in V2G networks aiming at
addressing privacy-preservation problems, to the
best of our knowledge.

†

A preliminary version of this paper was presented at a conference [30]

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we introduce main challenges and threats
of data management in V2G networks. To support IP2 DM,
we adopt several existing techniques, which are introduced
in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the proposed
IP2 DM along with the proposed techniques. The algorithms involved in IP2 DM are presented in Section 5. We
analyze the security of IP2 DM in the context of various
attacks in Section 6. In Section 7, we design and implement
a case study system and evaluate its performance with various metrics. In Section 8, we introduce related previous
research on V2G network privacy preservation. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 9.

2. FRAMEWORK AND MAIN
THREATS
In this section, we will introduce main problems in V2G
networks that IP2 DM aims to address.

2.1. Framework
Local aggregators (LAGs), which play a significant role in
V2G networks of smart grid, are employed to aggregate
information for payment and statistical analysis. Figure 1
shows the framework of LAGs, BVs, and other roles in
smart grid V2G networks. The dashed lines represent
electricity flows. A BV is recharged or sells its electricity by plugging into a charging station. The related
information is gathered by a local device and sent to a
corresponding LAG. The solid lines represent data flows,
where LAGs gather BVs’ information and send data to the
operation center, and at the meanwhile, receive scheduling commands from the center. After receiving the data
from LAGs, the operation center needs to publish these
data online so that users can remotely access their data.
Thus, data aggregation and data publication are the two
main processes involved in V2G networks. During the data
aggregation process, each aggregator gathers data generated by BVs, aggregates to obtain partial results, and sends
results to a center server for final processing. During the
data publication process, customers send queries to the
center server to obtain statistics on their data.
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Figure 1. The framework of local aggregators (LAGs), bterry vehicles (BVs), and other roles in smart grid vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
networks.

2.2. Main threats
During the data aggregation and the data publication processes, there are various threats, which potentially leak
customers’ personal information and other sensitive data.
(1) Exposed location and movement: BVs may overload
the smart grid if too many of them plug in and are
charged at the same time or the same area. Moreover,
due to the mobility of these BVs, it is very difficult
to predict when and where overload may appear. To
solve this problem, utility companies have to monitor the locations and movements of BVs. However,
constantly monitoring the BVs’ locations leads to
privacy concerns [22,31,32]. Also, if an adversary
breaks into the monitoring system, they could abuse
the information. This threat takes place during the
data aggregation process.
(2) Insecure payment: Insecure payment is another threat
that may appear during the data aggregation process [4,33]. Two typical payment methods are credit
card and Integrated Transportation Payment Systems.
However, both of them are vulnerable to attacks,
which may reveal an individual’s information to the
third party.
(3) Curious DBA: During the data publication process, a
DBA, who has complete access to the DBMS server,
may be curious and snoop on customers’ private
data [34].
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(4) Arbitrary server threats: During the data publication
process, an adversary may be able to access software
and hardware with a high control of the DB proxy
server, the remote application server, and the DBMS
server.

2.3. Attack model
There are two types of attackers, inside attackers and
outside attackers [35–39]. The outside attackers have the
ability to intercept communication [40] including the communication between a BV and a LAG, the communication
between a LAG and the remote server, and the communication between BVs. The outside attackers can eavesdrop
V2G networks and extract sensitive information [41]. The
outside attackers could also tamper or remotely control
devices in V2G networks, including BVs and LAGs. The
outside attackers could occur during any process in V2G
networks, including charging and discharging processes,
billing and payment processes, data aggregation and data
publication processes.
The inside attackers are current or former employees
who have certain knowledge about the system [42,43]. A
typical inside attacker is a curious DBA, who has full
access to the DBMS server. The inside attackers may steal
and sell customers’ private data. Or they may peak into customers’ personal data just for fun. But it still intrudes the
customers’ privacy.
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3. BACKGROUND TECHNIQUES

Potential methods to construct a SEARCH layer
includes those in [47–52].
(3) JOIN: In DBMS system, we need to join two tables
on a given column whose name is sometimes hidden. The server is allowed to perform equality join
on an anonymous column based on an efficient
JOIN layer.
(4) Deterministic (DET): The DET layer allows the
server to execute SQL operations to do equality checks, such as selects with equality predicates, equality join, distinct, group by, and count.
We can construct an efficient DET layer with
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) or Blowfish
[53] encryption with “tweak” or a zero initialization
vector (IV).
(5) Homomorphic (HOM): With HOM encryption
[54,55], the HOM layer allows computations, such
as addition and multiplication, on encrypted data
directly. Over a data set Q, let C, , Enc, Dec,
Kr , and Ku denotes the addition operation, the multiplication operation, the encryption process, the
decryption process, the private key, and the public key, respectively. HOM allows homomorphic
addition as follows:

There are six main techniques involved in IP2 DM architecture. In this section, we will introduce three existing
techniques as the background. These three techniques
include onion-level encryption, adjustable-onion management, and SQL execution on encrypted data. The other
three proposed techniques will be introduced in the following section.
3.1. Onion-level encryption
Onion-level encryption, as the name suggests, is to encrypt
data with several different encryption methods, and each
method is like a layer of an onion wrapping on top of other
layers. Each method is used to encrypt a data item, which
is already encrypted with some other methods if it is not
the most internal layer. Typically, these encryption methods provide different security strength, and the purpose is
to meet different security needs in a system. CryptDB [44],
an open-source system for secure cloud data publication, is
a case study of onion-level encryption. Figure 2 shows an
onion with six layers of encryption with different security
levels from the lowest to the highest.
(1) Order-preserving (OPE): The weakest layer is OPE
encryption layer. Some order-related SQL operations such as SORT, ORDER BY, MIN, and MAX,
are allowed to execute directly on encrypted data
items. Let x and OPEkey .x/ denote the values
of plaintext and ciphertext encrypted with OPE,
respectively. OPE guarantees that OPEkey .x1 / >
OPEkey .x2 /, if x1 > x2 .
Although SQL queries requesting order operations will not reveal plaintexts, OPE leaks the orders
of these data. Typical OPE methods include those
in [45,46].
(2) SEARCH: We need a SEARCH layer to support
SQL operations such as LIKE. This layer allows
searching directly on encrypted data using some
keywords. The search operation is executed on
encrypted data without decryption, and thus, the
data’s real value will not be revealed.



a C b D DecKr EncKu .a/ C EncKu .b/ , a, b 2 Q.
(1)
HOM allows homomorphic multiplication as follows:


a  b D DecKr EncKu .a/  EncKu .b/ , a, b 2 Q.
(2)
There are various encryption methods for the
HOM layer, including those in [54,56–63].
(6) Random (RND): The RND layer does not allow
any efficient computation on ciphertext because it
maps the same plaintext into different ciphertexts
with overwhelming probability. This layer is the
strongest among all the layers. The methods that
could be used to construct an efficient RND layer
include Blowfish and AES with a random IV.
3.2. Adjustable-onion management

Figure 2. Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management
(IP2 DM) onion-level encryption.

The onion showed in Figure 2 has six layers, but it does
not mean we have to keep all the layers all the time.
Onion management is adjustable. In other words, we can
design different onions for different systems. Also, different data items of the same user could fit into different onion
designs. Moreover, we do not have to follow the layer order
as shown in Figure 2. For example, as a case study, we
design and implement a case study system, which we will
introduce in a later section. In this system, we design three
onions for three different types of data: integer data, text
data, and binary data. Onion 1 is for binary data, which
only has one RND layer. Onion 2 is for text data, which has
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Table I. Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management
(IP2 DM) onion layers and encryption methods.
Layer

Method

Block size

Key size

HOM
SEARCH
DET

IPHCDA [54]
[50]
Blowfish [53]

256 bits
64 bits
64 bits

RND

AES-XTS [64]

128 bits

256 bits
128 bits
64 bits
256 C 128 D
384 bits

Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of IP2 DM data management. It describes the roles of a center DB server,
aggregators, and BVs and covers the data aggregation process of V2G networks in smart grid, as well as the data
publication process. We will introduce them serially in the
following subsections.

4.1. Data aggregation

2

IP DM, Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management.

two layers: RND and SEARCH. There are three layers in
the onion for integer data, onion 3: RND, DET, and HOM.
Each layer of the onion wraps on top of other layers, and
therefore, we need to strip off some tops layers to reach a
certain layer. This process is called onion stripping, which
is applied whenever there is a need to execute a required
query at a proper layer if the layer is not the out most one.
For example, to execute a successful homomorphic addition, the RND and DET layers have to be stripped off from
onion 3.
3.3. Structured Query Language execution
on encrypted data
Structured Query Language execution on encrypted data
is one of the techniques we adopt to support the publication process of IP2 DM, which allows SQL operations
directly executed on encrypted data. In the DB proxy,
an SQL query with plaintext is rewritten into an SQL
query where its data values, table names, and column
names are hidden. Here is an example. A user searches
the amount of electricity that his or her BV consumed
at a remote client. The application in this client issues
the following SQL query: SELECT ELECTRI_AMOUNT
FROM tb_BV WHERE ID D “20002.” To perform equality check, the proxy has to strips off onion layer RND at
first, by issuing the following query: UPDATE Table I SET
C1-Eq D DECRYPT_RND(K_{T1,C1,Eq,RND}, C1-Eq,
C1-IV), where C1 is the ID column, and Table I is
table tb_BV. Then the proxy encrypts “20002” with
K_{T1,C1,Eq,HOM} to obtain E(20002) D “xxxxx,” and
issues the following query: SELECT C5-Eq, C5-IV FROM
Table I WHERE C1-Eq D “xxxxx,” where C5 is the
ELECTRI_AMOUNT column.

4. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
AND TECHNIQUES
We propose an architecture called IP2 DM for V2G networks, which will be introduced in this section. To support IP2 DM, we employ six main techniques. We have
introduced three existing techniques in Section 3. In this
section, we will propose peer-level distributed access control, separable key-chaining management, and hierarchical
concealed data aggregation.
2960
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During the data aggregation process, each aggregator collects data from corresponding BVs, aggregates them to
obtain partial results, and sends these results to the center server. The center server merges data and obtains them
ready for online access. As shown in Figure 3, this process
is presented in the area boarded with green dashed lines
including the following five steps:
(1) Local data collection: Each BV registers with a LAG
and sends data, such as location and charging status, to the LAG. An embedded DB is used to store
the data that are encrypted with the onion keys, also
called data encryption keys. An access key is generated by the LAG to encrypt onion keys. Users should
keep this access key and use it to access their data
later.
(2) Local aggregation: Periodically, each LAG generates
partial statistical results based on the BVs’ data. This
process is called local aggregation. The data stored
in local DB are already encrypted with onion keys.
In IP2 DM, aggregation directly on encrypted data is
allowed. The purpose of local aggregation is to obtain
some partial statistic results. For example, a LAG can
calculate the total charged electricity in a period of
time for the purpose of statistic. The addition operation is executed on the encrypted data of the charged
electricity of each BV.
(3) Global data collection: Periodically, the center server
collects local aggregation results from LAGs. The
DB file on each LAG is segmented and sent to the
server in a relatively longer period. Both the DB file
segments and the aggregation results are encrypted.
(4) Global aggregation: Final aggregation results are
obtained from the partial results by the center server,
which recovers the original encrypted DB files from
DB file segments. In this process, no date decryption
is needed for the center server.
(5) Data export: With these DB files, the center server
can export user data to the DBMS server, which is
already running. It is easy to export the encrypted
data without decryption because of the same table
structure of the DBMS and the embedded DB files.
During the global data collection and aggregation
processes, in fact, data cannot be decrypted by the
server because of the lack of the access keys.
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Figure 3. Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management (IP2 DM) data management architecture describing the roles of battery
vehicles (BVs), a center database (DB) server, and aggregators in the data aggregation and data publication processes.

4.2. Data publication

4.3. Peer-level distributed access control

In the data publication process, customers send queries
to the server to obtain results from their personal data,
which are already prepared for publication in the aggregation process. In Figure 3, the red dotted line area shows the
data publication process, which includes the following five
steps:

Instead of a hierarchical relationship, each entity in IP2 DM
access control policy is treated as a peer, ensuring that each
entity (e.g., DBMS administrators, center servers (utility
companies), LAGs and their DBAs, and BVs and their
users) cannot access any other data except its own.
The access control policy is defined as follows:

 Log in and search: A customer logs in via a remote
client application, and provides his or her access key,
which is used to decrypt an embedded DB file to
obtain onion keys. When the customer searches for
personal data, such as billing information, related
SQL queries are issued.
 Query rewrite: A DB proxy interprets the SQL
queries and rewrites them by hiding the table name
and column name, and encrypting each constant.
 Onion layer adjustment: The DB proxy uses a userdefined function to adjust columns’ encryption layer
to a proper layer according to different query types.
 Query execution: After adjustment, these queries
(encrypted) are sent to the DBMS server and are
executed with standard SQL.
 Getting results: Query results are sent back to the DB
proxy where they are further decrypted, and the final
results are sent back to the application. Before they
are returned to the client application, these results are
encrypted.

(1) A user can access/encrypt/decrypt his or her data
via his or her access key.
(2) A user cannot access/encrypt/decrypt other users’
data.
(3) A user cannot access/encrypt/decrypt any aggregation results.
(4) A BV cannot access/encrypt/decrypt any data.
(5) A LAG DBA can access local users’ data, but
cannot encrypt/decrypt them.
(6) A LAG DBA can access local aggregation results,
but cannot encrypt/decrypt them.
(7) A LAG DBA cannot access/encrypt/decrypt global
aggregation results and users’ data on a server.
(8) A LAG can access its aggregation results.
(9) A LAG can access/encrypt/decrypt plugged in
users’ data.
(10) A LAG cannot access/encrypt/decrypt other
LAGs’ data.
(11) A LAG cannot access/encrypt/decrypt global
aggregation results and users’ data on a server.
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Figure 4. Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management (IP2 DM) access control matrix, which outlines access authority for each
entity: LAG, application, server, and DB proxy; and for each role: user, LAG DBA, and server DBA.

(12) A utility company (or DBA of this company) can
access/decrypt any aggregation result, such as total
electricity amount and money.
(13) A utility company (or DBA of this company) can
access any user’s data, but cannot decrypt them.
Figure 4 shows IP2 DM access control matrix, which
describes access authority of each entity and role. IP2 DM
adopts key chaining, and different data items are encrypted
with different keys, thus enhancing the access control policy. Only the user, himself or herself, has his or her access
key, and thus only when (s)he logs in, the DB proxy can
obtain the access key to decrypt the onion keys. Moreover, only with these onion keys, the proxy can execute
queries on encrypted data and obtain the encrypted results.
Constrained by IP2 DM’s access control policy, the proxy
cannot decrypt any other data except the data that the
user has access authority. According to the access control matrix, LAGs have the authority to decrypt any local
user’s data, but they cannot execute decryption functions
and obtain any meaningful results without the related onion
keys. Accordingly, LAGs have the authority to read local
aggregation results, but this does not mean that they can
reveal the real values of these results.

corresponding columns. There are three layers in the onion
for integer data: RND, DET, and HOM. The HOM layer
allows performing additive and multiplicative operations.
The DET layer allows performing equality check.
(1) SEARCH: SEARCH conducts searches over
encrypted data stored in MySQL DB on the center
server. A user can access his or her data from the
remote client application supporting operations like
the LIKE operator in MySQL. IP2 DM adopts the
keyword search method in [50]. The key size is
128 bits, and the block size is 128 bits.
(2) RND: IP2 DM employs AES encryption with the XTS
mode for the RND layer. The key of AES has a size
of 256 bits, and the key of XTS has a size of 128 bits.
Thus, the total key length is 384 bits. The block size
is 128 bits.
(3) DET: IP2 DM adopts Blowfish with a random IV
to construct an DET layer. The server can perform
equality checks with the support of this encryption
layer, namely, MySQL’s operators such as SELECT
with equality predicates. We employ 64 bits for both
the key size and block size.

4.4. Onion design

4.5. Hierarchical concealed data
aggregation

We design onions for data in V2G networks, as shown in
Figure 5. Different types of data have different “onions”
with different levels. The binary data onion only has one
layer, RND. The text data onion has two layers: SEARCH
and RND, allowing equality check and search operation on

One of the two main functions of an aggregator is data
aggregation, where the aggregator collects data from BVs
registered with it, aggregates to obtain partial results and
then sends these results to the center server. The most commonly aggregated data is the usage of electricity within a
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Figure 5. A case study of Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management (IP2 DM) onion-level encryption and adjustable onion
management. (a) Onion 1 for binary data, (b) onion 2 for text data, (c) onion 3 for integer data.

certain period. The most convenient way is to aggregate
data on their plaintext values. But the aggregation results
risk being stolen or altered if they are not encrypted. We
can also encrypt the data, and then decrypt them when there
is an aggregation need. However, it is time-consuming and
also risks information leaking. Concealed data aggregation
uses homomorphic encryption to enhance confidentiality
and to protect privacy. Homomorphic encryption allows
data aggregation executed on encrypted data directly,
which can be divided into fully homomorphic [65] and
partial homomorphic encryption [54]. Fully homomorphic
encryption allows both additive and multiplicative operations, while partial homomorphic encryption allows only
one of them. However, the computational overhead of fully
homomorphic encryption is much bigger than the overhead
of partial homomorphic encryption. We employ partial
homomorphic encryption, which only allows addition, in
the IP2 DM architecture.
Integrated Privacy- Preserving Data Management adopts
and modifies the hierarchical homomorphic encryption
method that we previously proposed in the paper [54].
Key generation: For  2 Z as a security parameter, compute './ to create .q1 , q2 , E, n/, where a set E consists
of elliptic curve points of a cyclic group with n D q1 q2
as the order. Choose u and g from E randomly. Let
h D uq2 with q1 as the order. Let Pu D .n, E, g, h/ be
the public key, and Pr D q1 be the private key.
Encryption: Select T as an integer, where T < q2 and bit
lengths of T and q2 are close. Let M denote message
space of integers from 0, 1, : : : , T. Encrypt m (a message) with Pu (the public key) via randomly selecting
r
0, 1, : : : , n  1 and computing C D gm C hr ,
where C and ab are addition and scalar multiplication
operations of elliptic curve points, respectively.
Decryption: Use Pr D q1 (the private key) to decrypt C
(a ciphertext): because Cq1 D .gm C hr /q1 D .gq1 /m
and gO D gq1 , compute the discrete log function of Cq1
base gO to obtain m, which is between 0 and T; Pollard’s
p 
T
lambda method can enable decryption with O
time [66].

Aggregation: Let C1 D gm1 C hr1 and C2 D gm2 C hr2 be
the two ciphertexts. Let C1 C C2 D gm1 Cm2 C hr1 Cr2
be the aggregation. To encrypt a data element, IP2 DM
first chooses rj as a random number and then computes
Cj D gmj C hrj (the ciphertext) with .n, E, g, h/ (the
public key). Let Cagg be the aggregation from Ci and Cj
by a data aggregator. Cagg is sent to the center server,
q1
’s discrete logarithm to the base
which computes Cagg
gO , where the private key is q1 and gO D gq1 .
4.6. Separable key-chaining management
Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management employs
separable key-chaining management, where all the keys
are chained, and only the user knows the final key, ensuring that only the user has full control of his or her data.
The process includes key generation, chaining, storage, and
distribution.
(1) Key generation: For different data items of a BV user,
IP2 DM creates several different encryption keys. For
different users of the same column, IP2 DM creates
different keys too.
(2) Key chaining: The onion keys, also called encryption
keys, are used to encrypt user’s data. These onion
keys are encrypted with the user’s access key, thus
forming a key chain. As shown in Figure 6, the key
chain is divided into two parts:
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(a) LAG ! User: this part of the chain is shown
within the green dashed-line area. When an
unregistered BV plugs in, new onion keys
and an access key are generated and chained.
When the BV plugs out, the encrypted onion
keys are sent to the sever and the access key
is deleted from the LAG. If it is a registered
BV, the user has to provide his or her access
key, and the LAG restores the key chain by
decrypting the onion keys with the access
key. When the BV plugs out, the LAG deletes
the access key and all temporary data as well.
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Figure 6. Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management (IP2 DM) separable key-chaining management.

(b) User ! Server: this part of the chain is
shown within the red dotted-line area. When
a user logs in and provides his or her access
key, (s)he can decrypt and obtain onion keys,
and then uses the onion keys to decrypt and
access his or her data. When the user logs
out, this chain part disappears because all
temporary data including keys on the DB
proxy, the application, and the server are
deleted.
(3) Key storage: The onion keys (encrypted) are stored in
the embedded DB of each LAG and will be sent and
exported to the center server.
(4) Key distribution: Access keys are symmetric keys.
They are printed as feedback to the BV users so that
users can decrypt their onion keys and access their
data via these onion keys. Onion keys are encrypted
and sent to the center server within DB file segments.

access key from the user and then obtain the keys of the
onions, which are already encrypted with the access key
and stored in the DB. With these keys, the LAG can encrypt
the newly gathered data and insert a new record into its DB.
Each LAG periodically reports the total electricity amount
and money, gained during the last period, to the center
server. The whole DB file will be segmented and sent to
the center server within each time interval, and the time
interval is much longer than the previous one. It is efficient
because the charging process may take hours generating
only one record during this period, and the embedded DB
is lightweight.
The data management algorithm of IP2 DM running on
the center server is shown in Algorithm 2. After receiving
the segments, the center server will recover the original DB
files from these segments and export data to its SQL DB.
The DBMS creates a table for each new BV unless the table
already exists, and inserts new records into this table.

6. SECURITY ANALYSIS
5. INTEGRATED
PRIVACY-PRESERVING DATA
MANAGEMENT ALGORITHMS
We design a practical case study as an example for IP2 DM
data management algorithms as follows. The data management algorithm of IP2 DM running on each aggregator
is shown in Algorithm 1. When a BV is plugged into a
LAG, the LAG allows interactions with the BV through its
user interface and gathers information needed. This information then becomes input data of IP2 DM components of
the LAG. It checks whether the BV is registered or not. If
this BV is not registered, the LAG generates new keys for
each layer of its onions, respectively, and then assigns a
new access key to this BV; otherwise, the LAG obtains the
2964

In this section, we analyze the security of IP2 DM architecture in the context of various typical V2G networks attacks.
IP2 DM employs layered encryption. Thus, the security
of IP2 DM are guaranteed by the security of these layers, and the theoretical proofs are available in the papers
[50,53,54,64].
6.1. Ciphertext analysis
Ciphertext analysis is the most typical attack where the
adversary tries to interpret ciphertexts to obtain plaintexts
or obtain some relevant information. A typical method for
the RND layer is a block cipher, such as AES encryption
with the XTS mode, that is, XEX (Xor-encrypt-xor)-based
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IP2 DM

Algorithm 1:
data management algorithm at
aggregators.
Input: BV data from User Interface layer:
CAPACITY cap; VOLTAGE vol; CURRENT
cur; PLUG_TYPE pl; STATUS st;
UNIT_PRICE pr; CONTRACT_INFO co;
CREDIT_NUMBER cr; SIGNATURE si;
ELECTRI_AMOUNT el; TOTAL_CHARGED
ch; ID id; LOCATION lo; START_TIME sa;
STOP_TIME so.
Output: updated Sqlite3 DB
1 begin
2
foreach plugged-in BV i do
3
look up in Table tb_KEYS with BV i’s ID and
key;
4
if BV i is an unregistered BV then
5
generate key for SEARCH encryption,
KEY_SEARCHi ;
6
generate key for DET encryption,
KEY_DETi ;
7
generate key for HOM encryption,
KEY_HOMi ;
8
generate key for RND encryption,
KEY_RNDi ;
9
generate access key KEY_ACCESSi ;
10
encrypt
KEY_RNDi ,KEY_DETi ,KEY_HOMi and
KEY_SEARCHi with user access key
KEY_ACCESSi ;
11
insert into Table tb_KEYS with encrypted
keys;
12
end
13
else
14
decrypt with BV i’s access key and obtain
its KEY_RNDi ,KEY_DETi ,KEY_HOMi
and KEY_SEARCHi ;
15
end
16
encrypt with KEY_SEARCHi for idi , loi , sai ,
soi ;
17
encrypt with KEY_DETi for idi , loi , sai , soi ;
18
encrypt with KEY_HOMi for eli and chi ;
19
encrypt with KEY_RNDi for idi , loi , sai , soi ,
capi , eli ,chi , voli , curi , pli , sti , pri , coi , cri and
sii ;
20
insert into Table tb_BV with encrypted data;
21
print user access key and other feedback
information to the user;
22
end
23
On_Timer: incremental dump time
24
HOM Add eli and chi , respectively;
25
send results to communication layer;
26
On_Timer: full dump time
27
segment DB file, and send to communication layer;
28 end

Privacy-preserving data management for smart grid V2G

Algorithm 2: IP2 DM data management algorithm at
the center server.
Input: Sqlite3 DB file segments from communication
layer
Output: updated Mysql DB
1 begin
2
foreach Aggregator i do
3
merge DB file segments and obtain DBi ;
4
foreach BV j do
5
obtain data from DBi ;
6
lookup in Mysql Table tb_KEYS with
BV j’s ID and key;
7
if BV j is an unregistered BV then
8
insert a new record into Mysql
Table tb_KEYS;
9
create Table tb_USERj
10
end
11
insert data into Mysql Table tb_USERj ;
12
end
13
end
14 end

tweaked-codebook mode with ciphertext stealing. XTSAES has a key size of 384 bits, which is computationally secure against ciphertext analysis, such as brute-force
attack. There are various options for the HOM layer, such
as IPHCDA [54], which is based on elliptic curve encryption depending on factoring large integers. We adopt the
method in the paper [50] for the SEARCH layer, and it will
not reveal whether or not a certain word appears more than
once in different rows, but some keywords will be leaked
if they are encrypted with SEARCH.
6.2. Impersonation attack
When an adversary forges as a legal entity to gain access
authority, it is called impersonation attack, which is very
typical in V2G networks. There are two typical types of
impersonation attack: BV impersonation attack and LAG
impersonation attack.
(1) BV impersonation attack: is where an adversary uses
an imitated BV to impersonate a legal BV and connects to a LAG to steal electricity or information. If
the adversary does not have the access key, the BV
cannot connect to the LAG, and thus, it cannot steal
electricity. If the adversary has the access key, the BV
can connect and steal electricity, but still cannot steal
information. According to the access control policy
of IP2 DM, BVs do not have any access authority on
any data, and thus, the adversary cannot steal any
information.
(2) LAG impersonation attack: is where an adversary
uses an imitated LAG to impersonate a legal LAG
and trick BVs to plug in. The adversary can obtain
users’ access keys and thus obtains the onion keys
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and MAC keys. But (s)he cannot steal off-line BV
users’ personal information because all temporary
data are deleted when a BV plugs out. The adversary can conduct unauthorized aggregation and sends
false aggregation results to the center server. However, the HOM layer encryption is asymmetric, and
a LAG only knows the public key for aggregation.
The adversary cannot reveal the real value of the
aggregated results without the private key.
6.3. Replay attack
In V2G networks, an adversary can resend a valid message
in the current session, which (s)he eavesdropped from a
legal entity during former sessions, and it is called replay
attack. Two typical types of replay attack in V2G networks
are BV replay attack and LAG replay attack.
(1) BV replay attack: is where an adversary eavesdrops
a valid message sent from a legal BV or user to a
LAG and resends it to the same LAG later. If the
adversary eavesdrops a message containing access
key, (s)he has no chance to use it. If the BV connects
to a LAG and the user logs in, the adversary cannot
log in and send the message at that time. If the BV
is not connected to a LAG, the LAG will not ask for
the access key and will ignore the message. If the
adversary eavesdrops a message containing charging
or billing information, (s)he might resend it to disturb
the LAG’s aggregation. However, charging or billing
data are time-related, and the LAG does not count the
same time period twice, thus ignoring the replayed
message.
(2) LAG replay attack: is where an adversary eavesdrops
a valid message sent from a legal LAG and resends it
to the center server in a later session. In IP2 DM, there
are two types of message that a LAG sends to the
center server. One is the partial aggregation result,
and the other is the segmented DB file. These two
types of messages both have time relevant information, and the center server does not count the same
period twice, thus preventing replay attacks.
6.4. Inference attack
Inference attack is a typical attack targeting the center
DBMS server, where an adversary sends SQL queries to
obtain legitimate responses and then deduces to obtain
unauthorized information. Each entity in IP2 DM cannot
access other entities’ data except those that it owns, according to the peer-level access control policy, thus preventing inferring. Moreover, if the adversary tries to merge
views with the same constraints to obtain information,
(s)he can perform the merging operation, but (s)he cannot obtain meaningful information because column names
are concealed. Functional dependency analysis is another
inference technique. The adversary can analyze attributes,
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which are from the same table or different tables, but (s)he
cannot decrypt the data to reveal its real value.
6.5. Known plaintext attack
Known plaintext attack is where an adversary tries to
obtain the secret key or obtain some information, with
which malicious ciphertexts could be deduced, with a pair
of a known plaintext and its corresponding ciphertext.
The RND layer, where the same plaintext is mapped into
different ciphertexts with overwhelming probability and
any efficient computation performing on ciphertext is not
allowed, can resist known plaintext attack.
6.6. Chosen plaintext attack
Chosen plaintext attack is where an adversary can define
its plaintext, encrypt it, and carefully analyze the resulting ciphertext to learn characteristics about the algorithm.
The RND layer and the HOM layer can resist this attack.
The HOM layer adopts IPHCDA [54], and note that the
random number r causes the ciphertext to be probabilistic. Thus, chosen plaintext attacks can be prevented by the
HOM layer [63].
6.7. Physical attack
An adversary may target the hardware of a BV, a LAG, and
the DBMS server or the proxy server to execute an attack.
(1) BV physical attack: An adversary may compromise
a BV and try to do unauthorized aggregation. However, the BV hardware does not know or reserve the
access key. Thus, the adversary cannot do unauthorized aggregation or tamper BV owner’s data by a BV
physical attack.
(2) LAG physical attack: An adversary may be able to
compromise a LAG. Under this circumstance, the
adversary can obtain an HOM layer key, which is
reserved by the LAG and sends falsified aggregation
results to the center server. Furthermore, when a BV
is plugged into this LAG, it can steal the access key
and peek on data owned by this BV. However, it cannot obtain other BVs’ or users’ information, which is
not connected or logged in.
(3) Center server physical attack: An adversary may
attack the center server. However, the center server
only reserves keys for aggregation. The adversary
can obtain aggregation related information, but it
cannot decrypt any user’s data.
(4) DB proxy server physical attack: If an adversary
attack the DB proxy server, it can obtain online users’
keys and thus steal their data, however, it cannot
obtain data belonging to off-line users.
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Figure 8. Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management
(IP2 DM) software architecture on the center server.

Onion 1

Figure 7. Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management
(IP2 DM) software architecture on aggregators.
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Table II. IP2 DM database structure of BV information.

We have implemented IP2 DM with C++, with the support
of NTL [67] and OpenSSL [68]. We use a laptop with Intel

Onion 1

7.1. Implementation

Onion 1

To evaluate the performance of IP2 DM, we conducted
various experiments regarding throughput and aggregation time. The performance evaluation is not to show that
IP2 DM has good throughput and fast operation because
throughput and operation time are platform-dependent.
The experiments compare the throughput between IP2 DM
and the un-encrypted system that retains all other functions. The performance evaluation is to test the throughput
impact of adding several encryption layers. The impact
on throughput should be reasonable. Otherwise, it will
affect end user experience. The experiments also compare aggregation time between using HOM encryption and
non-homomorphic encryption.
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Table III. IP2 DM database structure of LAG information.
RECORD_ID
Plaintext

ID

LOCATION

START_TIME

STOP_TIME

ELECTRI_AMOUNT

TOTAL_CHARGED

Onion 2

Onion 2

Onion 2

Onion 2

Onion 3

Onion 3

2

IP DM, Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management; LAG, local aggregators.

Table IV. IP2 DM database structure of keys.
BV_ID

KEY_SEARCH

KEY_DET

KEY_RND

2

IP DM, Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management.

Core i5 processor and 32-bit Windows system to simulate an aggregator. The embedded DB system is SQLite3
[69]. We use Linux system and MySQL [70] for the center server. Figures 7 and 8 show software architectures on
aggregators and the center server, respectively. This paper
only focuses on the data aggregation process, and we modify part of the source code of CryptDB [44] to support the
data publication process. It will appear in another paper
of ours.
V2G networks data mainly come from six interfaces:
payment interface, charging schedule interface, charging
status interface, payment service interface, charge interface, and setup interface [71].
 Payment interface data: include ID of user/BV, contract Info, and choice of payment options.
 Charging schedule interface data: include power rate,
start time, and end/stop time.
 Charging status interface data: include charging status, battery status, and error status.
 Payment service interface data: include energy price
and LBC information.
 Charge interface data: include plug (and/or charger)
connected and waiting for connection established.
 Setup interface data: include electric vehicle supply equipment electrical information, such as power,
plug and booking, and BV information such as
energy and state of charge.

(1) Throughput: The transaction operation time of
IP2 DM is slower than of SQLite3, because of encryption and other operations. Operation time per transaction comparison between IP2 DM and SQLite3 is
shown in Figure 9.
The total aggregation throughput of the system
will not be affected, although IP2 DM’s transaction
operation time is slower than SQLite3. Aggregation throughput comparison between IP2 DM and
SQLite3 is shown in Figure 10. The throughput performance of IP2 DM can nearly reach the same level
as SQLite3 because the data arrival rate in V2G
networks is not high because of BVs’ relatively
long charging time. A BV’s charging time might be
several hours, which is much longer than DBMS’
operation time.
(2) Aggregation time: Besides providing confidentiality
and privacy enhancement, using the HOM layer can
also save operation time during the data aggregation

Figure 9. The comparison of operation time per transaction
performance between Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management (IP2 DM) and SQLite3.

To support IP2 DM access control policy and other privacypreserving requirements, we design an embedded DB
structure, as shown in Tables II–IV.

7.2. Experiments
In the experiments, we vary the arrival rate of BV from
one BV per hour to 60 BVs per hour. Although the traffic of each BV is different, the data finally stored into DB
has similar volume. We randomly generate data items for
each BV, and the sizes of these items vary from 1 byte to
128 bytes. We assume that each BV corresponds to one
record in the DB, which means merging records of the
same BV is not considered in our experiments.
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Figure 10. The comparison of aggregation throughput performance between Integrated Privacy-preserving Data Management (IP2 DM) and SQLite3.
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Figure 11. Aggregation time comparison between with the HOM layer and without the HOM layer: (a) total aggregation time
comparison and (b) aggregation time per battery vehicle (BV) comparison.

process. Figure 11 shows aggregation time comparison between using the HOM layer and not using
the HOM layer in IP2 DM, respectively. Figure 11(a)
illustrates the comparison of total aggregation time,
and Figure 11(b) illustrates the comparison of the
average aggregation time per BV.
Figure 12 shows aggregation time-saving ratio
with the HOM layer over without the HOM layer.
The data are taken from Figure 11 (b), but showing in
the form of a ratio. The saving ratio varies from 5%
to 32%, and the average saving ratio is about 12%.

8. RELATED WORK
Figure 12. Aggregation time-saving ratio with the HOM layer
over without the HOM layer in Integrated Privacy-preserving
Data Management (IP2 DM).

The authors [72] propose a novel framework for BVs
aggregation, and then the authors in the paper [19] propose a privacy-preserving authentication scheme, AP3A,
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based on aggregated proofs. This paper (AP3A) identifies
that BVs need different authentication schemes when the
BVs work in home mode and visiting mode. By introducing anonymous aggregated proofs, AP3A addresses
privacy preservation, realizing that pseudo-status values
of multiple BVs are updated as a group without leaking
individual information. Other research works introducing
privacy-preserving schemes are in the papers [73,74].
The paper [20] proposes a privacy-preserving architecture for V2G networks, named p2 . It points out that
conventional network privacy protection solutions may not
be applicable in V2G directly because the service providers
(individual BVs) need privacy protection other than the
service consumer (power grid). It employs the ID-based
restrictive partially blind signature technique and designs
a secure communication architecture for the privacypreserving purpose. Both the monitoring and rewarding
processes of BVs are protected. To evaluate privacypreserving architectures, the authors in the paper [21]
study existing privacy-preserving technologies that can
help to construct an architecture reducing the possibility
of leaking sensitive information, such as driving patterns
of vehicle owners. These technologies are low-latency
anonymity networks providing network-layer anonymity,
zero-knowledge proofs, and anonymous electronic cash
scheme. Moreover, they demonstrate that an adversary
can still expose the privacy of vehicle owners based on
information inherent to the context. As a case study, an
adversary algorithm, which links distinct V2G interactions,
is designed to show how curious aggregators, although they
are honest, can achieve anonymity reducing.
E-mobility is the most representative characteristic of
V2G networks, which also raises various interests on the
research of location privacy. The authors [22] study vehicle mixing in V2G networks, which allows vehicles to be
mixed with each other when the observed information can
distinguish vehicles which are traced among stops. They
analyze the functions of battery information to understand
V2G interactions partly and see the effects on vehicle mixing. Therefore, four cases are used for preventing an aggregator from obtaining additional information from battery
status, common start and destination, common start, common destination, and pairwise distinct trips [22]. Moreover,
they propose three approaches to enhance location privacy,
including data minimization, suppression, and generalization. The authors [32] propose an anonymous payment
system to enhance location privacy of electric vehicles.
The payment system proposed is two-way anonymous payment, where a vehicle’s recharge and power sell-back are
both anonymous. It can also provide other features, including traceability of stolen car, prevention of cheating user,
support of judging authority, low implementation cost, and
lost protection of prepaid credit. Moreover, this payment
system is compared with other existing payment systems
such as paper cash, E-cash, prepaid cash card or cash
coupon, Paypal, and credit card. The result is that the
payment system can provide more features than others.
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There are various data aggregation schemes in smart
grid, based on homomorphic encryption, and they can be
classified into symmetric data aggregation schemes [56,57]
and asymmetric data aggregation schemes [58,59]. However, these schemes do not consider the fact that metering
data in smart grid is multidimensional, where the amount
of energy consumed is closely related to time and the purpose of consumption. The authors propose a scheme for
smart grid in the paper [60], which processes data of all the
dimensions. Other research on homomorphic encryption
include [61–63].
Besides the method [50], we adopt in this paper to
implement SEARCH layer, there are other existing methods to perform search on encrypted data. The paper
[52] shows that authorization for search capability is
needed to enhance the privacy of search results and proposes Authorized Private Keyword Search over encrypted
data in Cloud. They propose two novel solutions for
Authorized Private Keyword Search based on Hierarchical
Predicate Encryption, and online Personal Health Record
(PHR) is used as a case study to show its effectiveness.
To provide multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted
data, the authors in [51] choose a principle of “coordinate matching” to obtain the similarity between the
search queries as many as possible and documented data,
and formalize quantitatively for similarity measurement.
Other research on searching over encrypted data include
[24,26,28,29,47–49].
Privacy-preserving technology has been widely studies in Cloud environment [75]. CryptDB [44] is a system
providing practical confidentiality for SQL cloud DBs.
SQL queries run on encrypted data by SQL-aware encryption, including block cipher, homomorphic encryption, and
encrypted keywords search. Each SQL-aware encryption
method has its security level. There are six levels of security. From the highest to the lowest are RND, HOM, DET,
Join, SEARCH, and OPE. CryptDB employs onion-level
encryption concept. Each column in CryptDB has the same
key in a given layer of an onion. Other research works
include [76,77].

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, IP2 DM, we proposed data management for
V2G networks in smart grid with privacy preservation. Facing various threats in V2G networks data management,
such as curious DBA, location privacy, and various other
threats; the goal of IP2 DM is to address them. Several
techniques are designed and adopted to support this architecture. We evaluated the security of IP2 DM architecture
under various typical attacks in V2G networks, such as
replay attack, impersonation attack, and chosen ciphertext
attack. To demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiency, we
design and implement practical aggregation system as case
studies based on this architecture. Various experiments
were conducted, and the results show that aggregation
throughput performance of IP2 DM can reach almost the
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same level as the unmodified system. As a future work, we
will complete the design and implementation of the system,
and efficiency of the whole system will be evaluated.
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